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II As an alternative to electrical interconnections, optical interconnections are being

investigated for digital systems that require high speed, density, and connectivity. In
particular, diode-laser-based optical interconnections with high optoelectronic

conversion efficiencies promise simple interconnections that can operate even at

gigahertz. rates. Optical modules in which critical alignments have been performed

during module assembly can reduce module placement requirements from

micrometers to millimeters. Such modules can also eliminate the need for

micropositioners in digital systems. This article describes the basic concepts of

optical interconnections, the progress on experinlental diode-laser-based free-

space optical interconnections, and the future prospects for this technology.

S
EVERALTRENDS IN COMPUTING--theuseofmul

tiprocessor and parallel-processing systems (for

example, see Reference 1), and the drive for high

er operating speeds and larger as well as denser very

large-scale integrated (VLSI) circuits-are pushing the

development of advanced interconnection technology.

Multiprocessor computers tend to require both a larger

number and a higher density of interconnections with a

higher degree of connectivity than single-processor ma

chines. The combination of faster operating speeds,

longer interconnection distances, and higher densities

makes maintaining signal integrity difficult because

ofparasitic reactances, impedance mismatches, crosstalk,

dispersion, and frequency-dependent skin-effect losses.

Indeed, VLSI-circuit designers have become increasingly

concerned with the pin-out problem, in which the

number of input/output pins and pads is limited

by the density of wire bonds as chips get larger and

denser.
It is important to note that the dock rate of high

speed digital systems is limited by packaging and

electrical-interconnection technology. For example, al

though the fastest transistors have switching times on the

order of 10 psec, package parasitic effects limit the fastest

commercial integrated circuits (gallium-arsenide logic)

to risetimes and :fulltimes on the order of 100 psec. Signal

propagation within circuit boards results in additional

deterioration, and the electrical backplane, into which

boards are inserted, can only transfer risetimes of ap

proximately 1 nsec betvveen boards. It should be pointed

out that high-speed electrical backplanes often need to

be custom engineered with computerized circuit-model

ing programs-an expensive process for small produc

tion quantities. All told, the clock cycle times for a typi

cal high-speed digital system are on the order of 10 nsec
after adequate margins for timing errors and stabilization

oflogic levels are included.
Seeking an alternative to electrical interconnections,

researchers have experimented with optical links for
connecting mainframes, modules, boards [2], chips
[3-5], and even points within a chip [6]. Optical inter

connections can be viewed both as a technology to be
used in conjunction with electrical interconnections and

electronic logic circuits, and as an enabling technology

for optical computers. The various concepts for optical

computers share the key feature that optical waves carry

information throughout the computer, even down to the

gate level via optical interconnections. Optical intercon-
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nections are expected to provide advantages in those sit
uations which require high speeds, high interconnection
densities, high connecr:ivities, and long distances. This
article describes the basic characteristics and advantages
of optical links, the requirements and current starus of
diode lasers for efficient optical mnsmission, an experi
mental I-Gb/sec board-co-board optical interconnec
tion. and the prospective performance and role of
optical interconnections.

Optical Interconnections

Recent interest in the use of optical interconnections

was stimulated by a 1984 paper byl.W Goodman et aI.
[3], which contained ideas and considerations for the
incorporation of optics into VLSI systems. Various
implementations of optical interconnections have ~n
subsequendy proposed and studied. Figure 1 contains
some of the various possibilities, which can all be parti-

rioned into a source, a channd. and a receiver.
A5 an example of a source, a semiconductor laser or

light-emitting diode can be connected fO a digital ime
grated circuit either dirtttly or through a special driver,
and the source can be amplitude modulated. (The
semiconductor laser source will be extensively described
larer in this article.) Optical modulators can also be di
rectly connected to the output ofa digital gate. A mod
ulator requires an optical input from a diode laser or
from a powerfuJ. laser beam that is split imo multiple
channels, one for eich modulator. The modulator could
be electrooptic, absorptive, or reflective, and an array of
modulators such as spatialliglu modulators can accom
modate one- and rwo-dimensional arrays of optical
channels.

The optical channel(s} can consist of free space with
lenses or holograms acting to direct the light. The chan
nel might also be a guided-wave channel such as a single
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FIGURE 1. Optical interconnections can be partitioned into a source, a channel, and a receiver. Some of the
various possibilities are shown.
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FIGURE 2. Optical interconnection systems: (a) single channel and (b) multiple channel. With optical
interconnection systems, high-speed interconnections can be made with short electrical lines while the
optical link maintains the integrity of the signal. When multiple channels are considered, signal channels
can cross one another, optical imaging techniques can be applied. and holographic and reconfigurable
holographic channels can be considered.

or multimode optical fiber, or it could be a waveguide
such as polymer waveguides that can be photoLitho
graphically defined on a circuit board. The latter ap
pro'ch w.os pursued by c.T. SulJi""" [7]. aad D.H.
Hmmaa et.J. [8].

The receiver is generally a phorodiode or photocon
ductor connected to bias and preamplifier circuitry.
Variations include the~ ofa modulator as a combined
detector and switching element such as the self-e1ec
uooptic-effect devices (SEED) srudied at AT&T, and
the inclusion of a wavelength-selective=: filter in front of
the=: detector as is under consideration at IBM.

We can take combinations ofa source, a channel, and
a receivc=r from each of the re.spc=ctive columns in Figure
1 and form the various optical interconnections that
different groups have pursued. The central idea behind
all the combinations is to locate the optical source phys
ically dose to the driver so that all electrical inter
connections are short and a simple wire can be u.sed.
between me driver and source. The=: signal is converted to
light before significant signal degradation occurs. For a
single optical channel, as shown in Figure 2(a), this
design results in a number ofadvantages:

lmpc=dance matching, reflections, and ground
planes are less ofa problem than wim high-speed
electrical interconnections.

• Any signal loss is indepe;ndenc of the=: interconnec
tion length and the dispersion is negligible for
distances of inre=:rest.

• The optical channel itself has low crosstalk, al
mough stray light at the detector can be a concern.

• With free:-space interconnections, no physical
contact is needed.

- Th, chaand !u.s , high baadwidth.
On the reaiver side, the detector is again mounted very
close ro the rea=iver electronics so mat only a shott
simple wire is needed. The=: electrical part of the
interconnection is so short that it does not limit the
interconnect in speed and the end-to-end response is
independent of me=: distance of the interconnection.
Disadvantages of optical interconne=:ctions include
coupling and alignme=:nr problems, the cost of sources
and detectors, and the loss ofsignal due to limited OptO
electronic conversion efficiencies.

Multiple optical inrerconnections. as shown in Figure
2(b), also result in a number ofadvantages:
• Wim free.-space channels. beams can cross with no

interference and several channels can coexist in the
same=: space. (With guidoo-wave=: optics. waveguides
can also cross at an angle=: with little penalty.)

• The=: number of ime=:rconnections possibk wim ho
lographic optical channds has been calculated to
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be as high as th~ volume divided by th~ wavel~ngth

cubed, but limitations in the holographic process
and difficulties in physical impl~m~ntation will
probably make such a high density very difficuJt to
achiev~.

For arrays ofhighly parallel int~rconnections, two-

dim~nsional imaging techniques can be applied.
It is interesting to not~ that computer architec·

tures uniquely suited to optical impl~m~ntations are pas.
sibl~. In faCt, many research~rs are studying tech·

niques for reconfigurabl~ optical int~rconnections in
which th~ comput~r architecture can be optimized for
specific applications.

Can Optical Telecommunications Technology Be
Used for Interconnections?

Fiber optic telecommunications technology has been
used for optical interconnections in some applications.
In a recent d~monstration of comm~rcial fiber optic

technology in a multiprocessor computer, 1024 wires
w~re multiplexed onto two 400-Mb/sec optical fiber
links to form one leg ofa h~rcube architecture [9]. But

l-Gb/sec fiber optic transmitter modules currently cost
$5000 and receivers cost another $500o-far tOO ex·
pensive for most computer appLications, particularly at
the board Ot chip level, where the number of intercon

nections is large.
Much of the COSt and complexity in telecommunica

tions syst~rns result because the received. signals are at
low Ims. which is a consequence of the loss that results
when repeaters are spaced at maximum distances. With
the shon-distance and small.signal-loss characteristics of
most interconnection applications, the cost and com

plexity oftypical telecommunication systems can be sub·
stantially reduced, especially if very efficient lasers and
d~tectors are used. Moreov~r, in digital systems relatively

high-level optical signals at the detector are necessary to

avoid high-gain, and thus electromagnetic intuference
(EMI)-susceptibl~, receiver circuits.

High-speed optical fiber communications systems
designed for long-distance transmission typically have an

overall electrical differential-eurrent efficiency of 1 to 3%
for short links. (The overall electrical differential-<:urrent
effici~ncy is ddined as the ratio ofdifferential Clll'Tc=nt out
of th~ detector to differential current into the laser when

both devices ar~ biased at the operating point). Attenua-
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rion in a long fiber will miuce th~ efficiency even further.
Consequently, when compon~nts designed. for long-dis
tanee fiber syst~ms are ~mployed in a shon-distance
optical interconnection, the detector delivers only 1 to

3% of the laser current. An optical interconnection based
on such devices ordinarily requires a laser driver, pream
plifier, and possibly an automatic gain control, timing
recovery, and oth~r int~rfaeecircuitry.The use ofefficient
optoelectronic components can eliminate much of the
int~rface circuitry.

There are three fundamental contributions to the
overall differential-current ~fficiency ofa link. For a laser
biased above threshold, th~ ~fficiency is proportional to

the product of the laser differential quantum effici~ncy

(the fraction of dectrons injected into th~ laser that are

converted to photons), the detector quantum efficiency
(the fraction of photons that are converted into e1ec
trom). and the optical transfer efficiency (the fraction of
the photons emitted by the laser that are incident on th~

detectOr).

Because the electrical power out of th~ detector is
proportional to the square of th~ detector current, the
electrical Output power varies as the square of the

quantum efficiencies. Thus efficient devices are very
important. For example, ifwe consid~r a laser and detec
tor with diff~r~ntial efficiency values of 20% and
50%, respectively, an optical link with matched
source and load impedances would already hav~ an
insenion loss of 20 dB. Since a digital level must

be recovered from the optical signal, 20 dB ofamplifica
tion is required even with an optical efficiency of unity.
The need to maintain high optical transfer efficiency
dictates th~ use of lenses or holograms for &ee.space

hoard-to-board applications to ensure that a large fraction
of th~ ~mitted photons arrives on th~ desired d~tectors.

Because th~ emission cone from th~ micron-size aper
ture ofmost diod.~ lasers results in large beam spreading,
or diffraction, the fraction of photons collected. by a
reasonable-size detector without int~rvening optics is
small for interconnection disraqces ofa few centimet~rs.

Thus an optical interconnect cannot afford. to use ineffi
cient lasers and detectors or to spray the board

with photons unless high-gain amplifiers in front of
each digital input are used-a practice that is best avoid
ed. in a digital environm~nt with nearby logic gates

switching on and off.
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Diode Lasers for Efficient Optical
Interconnections

High-efficiency optical links require effi.~ient lasers. op
tics, and detectors. In a~d..ition, other considerations are
important for the laser. For interconnection applica~

tions, if the threshold of the diode laser is sufficiendy
low. high~speed operation (-lQO..psec rurn--on delay.
or risetime, and multigigahertt bandwidth) is possible
with the current supplied d.i~y from a digital circuit
(-50 rnA). Lasers w;m low duemold (<10 rnA) ,j",

diminare the laser-driver circuitry that would other·
wise be requird for higher-threshold devices. It should

Contact Pad

_ '-- - Oxide

9 x 1017_cm--3 In-Doped Buffer Layer

J x 1018_cm-3 In-Doped loP Substrate

________________.. Contact

FIGURE3. Cross section of p-substrate mass-transported
laser. The contact pad is confin,d to the top ofthe laser
mesa to minimize parasitic capacitance.

be noted that the differential quantum efficiency ofmost
high-speed lasers is only about 20% per laser facet at
low current levels, and the efficiency can be even lower
at the current levels required for high-speed operation.
Funhennon=, reliabUity at high speed is an issue, par~

cicu1arly at the > IOO~mA current levels often required by
such operation. The temperature d~ndence of the
laser could also be a concern, especially at elevated
ambient ternperarures. lbis seaion discusses the devd~

opment of high-speed diode lasers for interconnection
applications.

The l.3-J.1m-wavelength mass~transported buried
heterostructure laser fabricated from GaInAsP (Figure 3)
had a low threshold, high speed, and high efficiency
[10, Ill- In general, the 1.3~.urn GalnAsP lasers have a
longer lifetime than 0.8~J.1Ill AlGaAs lasers. To fabricate
the I.3~J.1m lasers, \\'t used liquid phase epitaXY to grow
wafers, starting with a I X 1018-cm-3 Zn-doped InP

substrate Onto which a 9 x 1017-em-3 Zn-doped buffer
layer was deposited. The next layer grown was a Galn
AsP active layer thatW<lS nominally undoped and 0.2,urn
thick. The final layer W<lSSn doped to 2 x 1018 cm-3. The
lasers were then fabricated in a &shion similar to the
procedure described in Reference 10. The width of the
rransponed region was about 0.2 pm with a nominal ac~

tive-region width of 1.5 J.1ffi, and the laser wafer was

thinned to a thickness of 75 ,urn. The ohmic contactS to
the n-type: and p--type regions were Au-Sn and Au-Zn,
respectively. The contact metallization pads \\'tee con~

fined to the tOp of the mesa (Figure 3) for the vinual
elimination ofparasitic capacitance betwet:n the contact

pad and the substrate.
The best laser of this type without any facer coating

has a CW (with a dc current) threshold of45 rnA [11],
which is among the lowest thresholds reponed for
1.3~J1IIIlasers. Figure 4(a) shows the optica.l~po\\'tr out~

put versus current for another of these devices. The laser
threshold without facer coatings is 8 rnA and the differ~

ential quantum efficiency is 32% ftom each of the laser's
cwo facets. The differential quantum efficiency decreases
as the laser is driven with increased current well above
threshold beca~ a given increment ofcurrent well above
threshold results in a lower output than for the same
increment of current just above threshold. In an optical
link, the reduction in quantum efficiency can result in
increased incremental insertion loss as the laser is operated
far above threshold for maximum speed.

For applications in which the output from only one
facet is required, calculations for 1.3-.um buried-hetero
srructUre lasers show that a high-reflectivity coating on
one facer can produce differential quantum efficiencies
greater than 60% with no increase in laser threshold.
Link current efficiencies of 56% or higher might be
possible in the future with such lasers and ancirefleaion
coatings on the optics and detector. Even higher dfi~

ciencies should be possible for other laser StructUres with
lower inrernalloss.

Recent experimental results for the laser ofFigure 4(a)
have demonstrated such an increase in differential quan~
rum efficiency. High reflectivity can be accomplished
either with a reflective metal coating or a quarrer~wave

stack. The laner consists ofdideeuic la)'US ofalternating
low and high refractive indexes; each layer has a thickness
equal to a quarter ofa wavelength oflight in the material.
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Experimental I-Gb/Sec Free..space Optical
Interconnection

Flectrica.l interconnections are currently arranged in two

dimensional planes in chips,on~, and in backplanes.
For imerboaro communications, a signal from a chip on
one board. must be: sent to the edge: ofme board., through
a backplane. and then ficm the edge ofthe next board to
the desired chip on that board.. The backplane often
constrains the speed of such interconnections. With an
optical interconnection, a light beam could transmit the

number oflayers is increased.
Using dectron-beam evaporation, we deposited a

qu.aner~wave dielectric stack (three pairs of Si02/Si
layers) OntO the back facet of a laser. which was r~

moved and tested after the deposition of each pair of
Si02/Si layers. After the first pair ofcoatings, the nom~

ina! reflectivity was 80%, the laser threshold had
dropped to 5.5 rnA, and the differential quantum
efficiencies of the &ont and back f2ceo: v,.>ere 44% and
18%, respectively. After two pairs ofcoatings, the nomi~

nat reflectivity was 96%, the laser threshold was 4 rnA,
and the efficiencies had changed to 58% and 6%.
And. after the third and final pair ofcoatings, the nomi
nal reflectivity of the back facer was 99%, the thresh
old relative to the uncoated I~r had actually droppexi
by a factor of two to 3.8 rnA, and the efficiencies had
changed to 60.5% and 1.4%. Note that the sum of
the differential quantum efficiencies from the two
facers remained roughly constant, and the linearity of
the laser improved markedly, ostensibly because the
desired Output was attained before nonlinear mecha~

nisms became an issue. With three pairs ofcoatings this
laser had 10mW of outpUt power with only 25 rnA
ofcurrent.

The -3-dB frequency of the laser of Figurt 4(a) is
about 10 GHz at 25-mA Qutem levels (Figurt 4[b]).
With only about 40 mA, the -3-dB &equency increases
to approximately 12 GHz. Commercial GaAs integrat
ed circuits, which can provide dri~ currenrs of 60 to

70 rnA, can easily supply the current levels of Figure
4(b). Mass-transported buried-heterostructure lasers of
the type mat is described in this article have operated at
16 GHz and at digital rates of 16 Gblsec [11], but the
total current level of about 100 rnA required for those
speeds exceeds the drive capabilityofmost digital circuirs.
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Although a reflective metal coating is easier to deposit,
the quarrer-wave-stack approach was chosen because: it
forms a nonconduetive roating, has low opcicalloss, and
can have a reflectivity virtually equal to unity as the

FIGURE c. Performance of 1.3-Jlm mass-transported bur
ied-heterostructure laser. (a) Output power versus laser
current before and after high-reflectivity c08ting. Nole
that the coating improves the differential quantum effi
ciency to greater than 60%. (b) The -3-dB frequency for
the Jaser of part a Is more than 12 GHz with only 40 rnA
of current.
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Backplane

Laser Beams

FIGURE 5. Free-space optical Interconnections allow In
terconnections to be made In the third dimension in
direct paths perpendicular (or at angles) to the boards.

signal to the next board without any physical contact
berwttn the boards, as shown in Figure 5. Optical inter
connections can also be located anywhere on the board,
not just on the edges. This flexibility litera.l.ly adds a third
dimension to the layout oflogic SYStems.

At Lincoln Laboratory, we have concentrated on im
plemencing an optical interconnection between digital
gates without the use ofa complicated fiber optic type of
cransrrUtterand receiver [12, 13]. Figure6(a) is a schematic

of the optical interconnection that was implemented by
connecting a diode laser direcdy to a digital circuit on
one board, and a deteCtor direccly to another circuit on

another board. The circuits used were both GaAs inte
grated circuits with emitter-coupled-logic (Eel) com
pauble volta~ levels. A diode laser was chosen over a
light-ernircing diode because of the former's inherent
higher efficiency, narrower emission cone, and higher
,p«<!.

To test the interconnection, we connected the laser to
a GaAs code generator that generato:! a fixed word se
quence. The 1.3-,um GalnAsP laser used had a threshold

of 5 rnA and an external differential quantum efficiency
of35% jXr faa:::t. (The facets ofthis laser were uncoaro:!.)
The low threshold of the laser allowed the logic gate to
drive the interconnect direcdy, while the high differential
efficiency enabled the detecror to generate signal levels
high enough so that the deteaor could be connected

direa1y to anomer digital gate. An inexpensive aspheric

5-mm-diameter compact-disc lens with a numerical a?"
errore ofo.s5 coUecro:! and collimated the laser light. To
demonstrate the capability of the interconnection, we

sent the light over a 24-cm path, many times the distance
~uired for a typical board-to-board interconnect. The
light travded to an identical lens that focused the light
00£0 a comme:rcia.I IQ()..,um-diameter GalnAs pin pha-
todiode with a nominal 70% quantum efficiency. The
output of the photodiode was connected directly (0 the
input ofanother GaAs digital circuit-a D-cype flip-flop
that had an internal amplifier, or comparator (Figure
6[a]). The [)..rype fli?"f1op regenerated me digital outpUt
at rates from tOO Mb/sec up to I Gb/sec, as shown in
Figu~ 6(b). The top traee of the figure .shows both the
outpUt &om the D-rype fli?"f1op and the zero level when
the optical beam is blocked. The lower traa::: shows the
pattern of the electrical current into the laser. The limit
of the GaAs code generatot was 1 Gb/sec.

A!; stated earlier, the laser was connected directly to
one digital circuit while the detector was connected di
rectly to another digital circuit. No external laser dri~rs

or preamplifiers we~ used. This experiment de:monstrat
ed that with efficient optoelectronic comp<)Oents, digital
circuits can be interconnected directly. lndero, efficiency
allows a reduction in the complexity ofoptical intercon
nections. It should be noted that the exjXrimental inter

connection has the potential for a fan-out of two because
the light from the other facet could also be coUected and

sent to anome:r gate.
In a separate measurement involving a laser with

3O%/facet efficiency, we determined the overall differen
tial-electrical-current transfer efficiency of the inter

connection to be 12.5%. This transfer efficiency was
high compared to the I to 3% common in high-speed
fiber optic systems. Even higher diffe~ntial current effi
ciencies of 19% we~ measured with a 61 %-efficiency
lase,.

The power consumption of the final stage in the
GaAs code generator and the diode laser was 2 V multi
plied by the diode laser currenr. For the 5-mA-threshold
laser and the I-Gb/sec interconnection, the escimato:!
po.......er consumption was 20 to 25 mW for a bit pattern
with an equal probability of ones and zeroes. Although
the resistor-network interface between the photodiode
and the input to the GaAs D-rype £li?"flop hel~ to
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suPP.ty any input bias current to the gate in addition to
providing an interface to the photodiode, me interface
was probably not optimal. The calculated power dissipa
tion in the receiver bias circuit was about 20 mW with

up to 2 rnA of photocurrent.
Micropositioner stages currently position the trans

mitter and receiver boards, and both the lenses and
stages are mounted on an optical cable. Because the
setup is not practical for electronic systems, it is de
sirable to e1iminare the optical-translarion Stages. Thus
the question arises as to the kinds of performance and
mechanical-alignment tolerances that will accompany
such modifications. The following section addresses this

issue in greater detail.

Prospective Performance of Optical
Interconnections

Successes in the development ofhybrid integration, uni·
form laser arrays. sum.ce-e:mirring l~rs, monolithic op-

roelectrOnic integrated circuit'i, microoptics, 6ber-coupling
techniques, and the hcteroepiwey ofGaAs on Si will play
a key role in me evolution of optical interconnections.
Although these technologies are nor reviewed here. pros
pects for optical interconnections can be examined &om
more basic considerations.

POIaT Dissipation
Several research groups have investigated the power

dissipacion of electrical interconnections in CMOS cir-

(al

o
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D-Type

Fli -Flo

lens lens
O;od, : 1\ 1\ ~

laser .: L - - ., V! 0 Output

' .. = 5mAl1-0·>----..,~~I ll-"'-t~70~1l~=~-2 V 24 em pin
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FIGURE 6. Experimental free·sp~ce optical interconnection. (~) High-efficiency opto
electronic components allow interconnections to be made directly to digital circuits
without the extensive use of interlace circuitry. (b) The simple interconnection system
shown in part a operates at clock rates of 1 Gb/sec. The top trace shows the output of
the D-type flip-flop and the zero level when the optical beam Is blocked. The lower
trace shows the desired digital pattern. The vertical scale is 1 V{division and the
horizontal scale is 2 nsec/division.
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cuits. and have compared the dissipacion with that of
optical interconnections. For dock rates of 1 GHz or
faster and 3-Jlffi CMOS design rules, the somewhat
optimistic calculations by M.R. Feldman et aI. [6] pre
dict mat diode~lasa-ba5«i optical interconnections can
dissipate less power chan dectrica1 wires at distances of
1 rnm or longer. The comparison is ba.sd on a cal
culation of the energy ~uired to charge the capacitance
of an integrated-circuit trace (interconnection line)
and gate. For a link efficiency of 45%, a similar cal
culation for aremal modulators indicates that optical
inrc:roonnections will dissipate less power at disrances of
the order of I mm or longer for risc=cimes of I osee or
less.

In tr'alUmission-line dearical interconnections and
EeL circuits, the power consumption for a 50-0 trans

mission line and termination is 48 mW for a logic high
and 8 mW ro, • logk low. If IUgh and low 1=15 '"
~ually likely. the average consumption is 28 mW. A
1.3-JlII1 diode-laser-based interconnection can have low
er power consumption on the transmittc=r side. With the:
laser charaaerisrics shown in Figure 4(b), only 10 rnA is
necessary for a 7-GHz response in which the=: aVC=ragl=
consumption is 10mW. Ir shouJd be noted that power
consumption is nO[ the=: same=: as powe=:r dissipation: the=:
u.sefullight outpUt is not dissipated as hot in the trans-

mitter bur is uansmitted to the=: dtteo:or.
We=: shouJd also point out thar the=: roral power con

sumption of the=: diode-laser-based inte=:rconneaion in
cluding the=: recdve=:r can neve=:r be as low as the=: total power
consumption of the=: decuical imerconnection if the=:
recc:ive:r is required to produce an ECL levd for me=: next
digital stage=. A receive=:r circuit that translates optical
signals into ECL Ievds with a SO-.Q tumination must have=:
the=: same=: curre=:m flow as the=: ECL drivc=r for a SQ.!}
deeuical ime=:rconne:ccion. Thus. jf the=: optical ime=:rcon
nection is to havc= a lowe=:r powu dissipation. me=: input
suuaure=: of the=: logic gate=: must be adaptc:d for optical
inpurs.

Fan-our is one=: arcl in which optical ime=:rconnections
presc=nt intriguing possibilities. Wim dc=cuical ime=:rcon
no:tions and shorr links. we can connect sc=vmU. gates to
the=: output ofone=: gate=: provided that the=: fan-out does not
acec=d the=: rating of the=: driving gate=:. The=: difficulty wim

dectrical inte=:rconneo:ions. howeve=:r. occurs at highe=:r
sp<:eds and longer Ie=:ngth lines. Whc=n a line=: is longer
than an appreciable=: fraction of the=: wavde=:ngth of the=:
signal. the=: line=: does not act like: a simple=: win=:. Controlloo
impcdance or coaxial lines become=: necessary. and im
pcdantt matching and ground planc=s become=: important.
With coaxial lines, one=: technique=: for implonenting &n
OUt is (Q break me=: roaxialline=: at ClCh gate=: and connect
the=: gate=:. The=: last gate=: in the=: chain is terminated, although
the=: best choice of the=: te=:rmination resistor is de=:te=:rmined
by the=: input capacitances of me=: gates. The major prob
lem of this technique=: is the muJtiplc= rdIo:tions between
the various input gatc=s.

With optical interconneo:ions. the=: fan-out is inde=:
patdau ofthe=: length ofthe=: inte=:rconno:tions for distances
of interest. The fan-our can be performed dearic.ally or
optically; and each has irs me=:rirs.

E1o:uical splitting can be accomplished for diode=:
laser-based optical interconnections if the=: diode=: lasers are
connected in saies. With sevc=ra.l lasers conneac=d in
seric=s to me output ofan ECL gate, we can achieve fan
out simply by returning me lasers (Q a more negative
supply; as shown in Figure 7. Note that although dectri
cal imerconno:tions cannot maintain standardized volt
age: levels whe=:n the gates are connected in series. me
optical isolation property of optical interconnections
permits decrrical fan-oUt through sc=ries-conneac=d la
sers. In &ct, rwo columns ofdiode lasers (Figun= 7) can
be conneaed in paraUd to get fan-ours ofup to 20 with a
modest driver if me=: lasers have=: a low threshold. For
aarnple, speeds ofS GHz (or even to GHz, as shown in
F;gu,e 4[bJ) should be p""iblc wid> only 20 [0 30 mA
of laser current if the lasers have: a mreshold of about
SmA.

Fan-out can also bc= accomplish~ optically: one light
bc=am can bc= split into N beams either through optics,
fiber optic splinus, or waveguide splitte=:rs. With optical
splitting, the splitting process is easy and very large=: fan
out ratios are possible. However. c=vc=n for ideal splitting,
the optical power drops as IIN, the=: dc=ctrical powe=:r OUt
of the detector drops as 11N 2

, and the=: signallevd must
be resrored through amplification.

The work on optical amplifie=:rs, including both diode=:
laser amplifiers [14] and fibc=r amplifie=:rs [IS), is very
promising for lossless optical splitting. Indeed, laser
amplifiers with a gain of at least 20 dB could make:
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'" -20-30 mA Driver

-11.3 V

FIGURE 7. Fan-out can be achieved with no optical
splitting loss if the lasers are connected in series and
parallel. Fan-outs of 20 should be possible with a modest
drive current and 1-to-3-GHz operation. The schematic
diagram assumes a laser series resistance ~10 il,
threshold current -5 mA, and wavelength -1.3 Jlm.

splitting racios of 100:1 possible with no loss. Diode laser

amplifiers have been demonstrated at 0.8 Jlm, 1.3,urn,
and 1.5 11m. The work on fiber amplifiers is concentrat~

ed on 1.5 /lffi with Er-doped fibers that can be pumped
with diode lasers. Such amplifiers have demonstrated ner

gains of25 to 46 dB.

Alignmmt

High-speed optoelectronic components are generally small
and difficult to align. There are several approaches to
solving the alignment problems created by the use of
&ee-space optics. One approach is simply to machine
fixtures to tolerances as small as 6 11m where necessaJY,
another approach is to borrow from te<:hnology developed

for optical fiber alignment, and a third approach is to use
active alignment with feedback. An alignment-invariant
design in which software determines the alignment is
also under consideration at Delft University [16]. Our
approach was to design the optical system for reduced
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sensitivity to the misalignment. The following paragraphs
briefly explain our work.

The use ofoptical modules with a source or detector

and prealigned optics can greatly simplilY the alignment
[12]. A transmitter module can be designed to contain a

diode laser and optics that allow me beam to expand to a
-l-rom-diameter collimated beam. The optics in the
receiver module selVe to focus the expanded beam onto a

detector. All critical aJignments between the lens and the
source, and between the lens and detector, are performed
during module assembly. Thus, during circuit assembly,

the modules need only be aligned to the much less
critical tolerances (on the order of millimeters) of the

expanded beam input/output optics. This technique
relaxes lateral-posirioning requirements at the expense
of cighrer angular-alignment tolerances. For low inser
cion loss in the optical link, the receiver lens must be lo
cated in me near field of the tranSminer lens so that most

of the signal can be collected.
Using simplified thin~lens approximations of the op

cics and a uniform disrribution of light, we considered
the effectS ofmisalignments one at a cime to gain insight
into the order of magnitude of the alignment problem.
For a board~to~board interconnection with a l-mm~

diameter transmitter lens and a 2~mm-diameter receiver

lens, a lateral misalignment of either the transmitter or
receiver of up to ± 0.7 mm permits an optical transfer
efficiency of 80%. For these lenses, board separnrions of
3 em with an 80% optical transfer efficiency are pos

sible if the transmirrer module is aligned to within ± 2°.
Also, risecimes of 50 psec are possible if the receiver
module is aligned to within the same angular tolerance.

The lateral and angular tolerances are compatible with
modest mechanical accuracies.

In preliminary experiments, modules with l.8-mm
diameter graded-index (G RIN) lenses (Figure 8(a]) were
mounted on boards. (The GRIN lens is a cylindrical
glass rod with a graded refractive-index profile that is
highest ar the center of the lens. The opcical surfaces of
the glass are not CUlVed as with conventional refractive
opcics.) The boards were then inserted into a card cage
with precision~milled slots (Figure 8(b]), which were

necessary to maintain the alignment and reduce the
effecrs ofwarped boards. Preliminary results showed that
boards could be removed and insened while a 24%
differential current efficiency was achieved with a
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FIGURE 8. (4) Optical interconnection module that houses
a laser or detector and a 2-mm-diameter GRIN (graded
index) lens in a high-speed ftat-pack package. (b) Trans
mitter and receiver modules in a card cage.

58%-tt1icit:ncy l.asc:r. No miaopositiom:rs were requim:i
[0 align the boards.

Physical Limits of FJectricallnterconnections and
the Role of Optics

The: areas in which we bdieve optical and de.cttical
interconnections will be important art shown in Figure
9. Ar.low speeds and shon distances Oower left region of
the figure), simple wires will dominate because they art

cheoap and dkctivc. The only reason [0 consider optics
in this region is to overcome the difficulties associated
with physical layouts and cross coupling ofsignals whm
high-density or high-connectivity interoonnections arc
implemented.

k frequencies and disances increase, dectrorn2gflecic
pickup becomes more of a problem and the:: reactanct

(capacitive or inductive) ofa wire begins to induce signal
distonions. In Figure 9. the blue line, which corresponds
to an inductance of 5 n. gives a rough indication of the
tranSition to the operating region where other intercon
necrion techniques must be cornidered.. The blue line is
for a 50-,um-diameter wire. Depending on the imped.
ances and curn=:nt-handling capabilities of the digital
circuia (e.g., CMOS vmus ECL) and the geometry and
resistmce ofthe wire (e.g., flat versus round), wires might
have limitatiorui to the lower left: of the 5-0 line, or thq
might remain usdU.1 to the upper right of the line.

The physica1limit on the use of a wire occurs when
the length ofthe interconnecrion approaches awavelength
of the highest frequency lxing transmitted. An approxi
mate limit is shown in Figure 9 by the red line, which
represena an interconnection that is )J I0 long.

When simple wires induce unacceptable signal distor
tions or cross coupling. alternative interconnection tech·
nologies--decuomagnetic tranSmission lines and OJ'"'
tics--:-must be employed. Electromagnetic transmission
lines include twisted pairs, microsuips, suiplines, and
coax.ial lines. As the speed of trammission increases,
tranSmission lines become dispersive and suffer losses
from skin effect. The approximate limit for the use of
ttanSmission·line techniques is shown in Figure 9 by the
green line. which represents a 3-mm-diameter n·n
copper airline (a a:>axialline with air as the dielectric) at
room temperature. The sloped ponion of the Ijne cor·
responds to a 3-dB propagation loss; the horizontal
portion is at the frequency at which higher.-order
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FIGURE 9. Regions of interest for both electrical and optical interconnections are determined by pnysicallimits. At
short distances and low speeds, wires are cheap and effective. At somewhat hIgher speeds and longer distances.
both electrical transmission lines and optical interconnections are of interest. At the longest distances and high
speeds, the physical limits suggest the use of optical interconnections. Although the optical channels for the
highest speeds exist, Ihe sources and receivers nave not yet been developed.

modes become important.
The region wh~ optical interconnection techniques

begin to offer advantages in tenTlS of power, isolation,
and signal distortion begins roughly at me boundary
where wires Stan to have difficulties. There exLsU a large
and currently imponam range ofspeed and inteceonnec~

tion distance over which me trade-off betwttn optical
and electrOmagnetic-uansmission~line techniques ffillS[

be airically evaJua,<d. At IUgh sp«ds and long disw>ccs,
optical interconnections offer me best solution because
of the very IUgh bandw;dth and the low-loss dunaeri>
tic ofbam opcical6~ and~ space. It is impofl::am to
00«. howe=, thar at very IUgh spcods the optica1 sou=,

dri~ detectors. and receiver circuiu do not yet: exist.

Summuy

Optical interconnections can provide a nwnber of be:n~

diu over elearical interconnections. particularly at long
imerconnect distlJ1ce5 and high cransmission speeds. Ef
ficient high-speed. low-mreshold diode lasers can sim-
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plify optical interconnections. A diode laser wim 3.8-rnA
threshold currem, a -3-dB frequency of greater man
10 GHz, and 10 mW of Output power at only 25 mA
has been developed. The device makes possible optical
interconnections wim only a laser. two lemes, and a
det:eaor. Such a ~-space board-to-board interconnec
tion has been demonstrated at 1Gb/sec, and me average
power dissipation was only about 40 mW Optical inter
connections have prospeas for even better perfonnance
with improved devices. and they should facilitate the
devdopment ofadV2llced compucers. particularly if me
rechnology can be: made COSt dfea:ive.
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